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27 DRACO LINKING STARS TO CHAPTERS IN BIBLE

God of Degrees

Star Heaven to True Vis.

Name Bible Chap North Mag. Decl. Notes

27 DRACO γ Dra Gen 40 38.5 2.24 51.5    Eltanin {Butler rises; Baker falls: Joseph forgotten}

27 DRACO η Dra Gen 30 28.5 2.73 61.5    {Jacob's sons: Dan, Naph.,Gad,Issa.,Zebul.,Joseph}

27 DRACO β Dra Gen 39 37.7 2.79 52.3    {Joseph rises: put in charge of all prisoners}

27 DRACO δ Dra Gen 23 22.3 3.07 67.7    {Sarah dies: buried in cave near Hebron}

27 DRACO ζ Dra Gen 25 24.3 3.17 65.7    

27 DRACO ι Dra Gen 32 31 3.29 59.0    Edasich                         {Jacob wrestles a night visitor}

27 DRACO χ Dra Gen 18 17.3 3.55 72.7    

27 DRACO Thuban Gen 27 25.6 3.67 64.4    Thuban   {Jacobs steals Esau's blessing by trickery}

27 DRACO ξ Dra Gen 34 33.1 3.73 56.9    

27 DRACO λ Dra Gen 22 20.7 3.82 69.3    

27 DRACO ε Dra Gen 21 19.7 3.84 70.3    

27 DRACO κ Dra Gen 21 20.2 3.85 69.8    

27 DRACO θ Dra Gen 32 31.4 4.01 58.6    

27 DRACO φ Dra Gen 20 18.7 4.22 71.3    

27 DRACO HD 81817 Gen 10 8.7 4.28 81.3    

27 DRACO τ Dra Gen 18 16.6 4.45 73.4    

27 DRACO ρ Dra Gen 23 22.1 4.51 67.9    

Heavenly

Sign
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27 DRACO

BIBLE NUMBER 27 MEANING: (Our interpretation)

"HOLY TRUTH" (The higher the official the worse they connive; but the Most High is spotless)

SOLOMON'S WISDOM: (Proverbs Chapter 30 speech on Heavenly Signs)

v.21  [For three the earth is perturbed.  Yes, for four it cannot bear up]
v.23b "A maidservant when she succeeds her mistress."

BIBLE BOOK: DANIEL KEY VERSES: Ch. 3 v 12

"There are certain Jews whom you have set over the affairs of Babylon… Shadrach,
  Meshach, and Abednego.  These men, O king, do not… worship the image you set up."

SIGN DESCRIPTION:

DRAGON CAST OUT OF HEAVEN (Full of comotion at his fall)

SIGN INTERPRETATION: (per Genesis 27)

The author spent many years in a bureaucracy.  I saw internal and external politics interfere
with work constantly.  This, in a country with a reputation for low corruption.  (laugh).
I see Draco not as one but as a chain of snakes wrestling and jostling to be apprentice
to the inner circle of the Dragon: Eltanin,Beta,Nu.  How do snakes wrestle?  Any device or
sorcery is considered.  In Genesis 27 we have this conversation between two power players
in a high stakes gamble to swindle another player for the favor of the most high decision
maker: "Jacob said to Rebecah: 'Look, Esau my brother is a hairy man, and I am a smooth
man. Perhaps my father will feel me and I shall bring a curse on myself and not a blessing.'
But his mother said 'Let your curse be on me, my son; obey my voice, and go get them for
me.'" (Gen. 27 v 12).  If you look at the stars in Draco and their corresponding Bible chapters
they speak of trickery and lies that are done to get power and to keep power.  Here's the
Good News: Jesus came to us without guile.  He was forthright, truthful, and transparent.
When he presented Himself in Jerusalem, the snakes at the top of the food chain chewed
Him up.  Yet after all the HOLY TRUTH is God is the 'most high' decision maker.  He rewards
those who are forthright, truthful, and transparent: Jesus now sits at God's right hand.
Draco is a dazzling dance but of falling stars.  Evil loses in the end.  Every time.

LINK OF INDIVIDUAL STARS TO BIBLE CHAPTERS:
Eltanin: What goes up and down?  The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune

Bible Chapter: Genesis 40
Subject: Butler rises; Baker falls; Joseph is forgotten
Insight: Pharoah is displeased.  So the Butler and the Baker are sent to prison.  While in jail

they have dreams and the special agent of the prison warden, Joseph, is there
to investigate them.  The tell their hearts to Joseph, who gathers the intelligence.
Three days later, surprise, Joseph's predictions come true.  The Butler rises and 
the Baker falls.  Joseph asks the Baker to speak to Pharoah on his behalf, a scheme
that would bypass the chain of command, i.e. his boss the prison warden.  But the
Butler is honest, forthright, and transparent: he won't participate in duplicity.

Note: The Bible Chapter link to a star is the Degrees to True North [rounded] plus 1:
The star Eltanin (above) links to the 40th chapter of the Bible: Numbers 4.


